
F O R  b u s i n e s s e s

Add in property to 
unlock a holistic view 

on wealth
Nokkel intelligently consolidates data to bring the 

property and financial services markets closer 

together, and provide a richer client experience



At Nokkel, we believe that clients make 
better decisions when they have a 

complete view on their .financial situation

However, whilst property is typically the largest 

component of an individual's net worth, it’s rarely 

considered when making important decisions.



The result? Often property is an afterthought – 

opportunities are missed when considering 

financial options, and important financial 

decisions become suboptimal.



That’s a tremendous waste of a property's 

potential to help grow wealth or upgrade your 

lifestyle.



W H Y  N o K K E L

We exist to further 
 and connect this with 

advice and solutions.

integrate property into 
financial services

With the right tools and information, financial institutions 

can improve clients’ financial decisions and ultimately their 

wealth and deliver the best solutions – building deeper and 

more meaningful customer relationships in the process.



o u r  p r o d u c t

Nokkel provides 
 through...

data rich property 
solutions to financial institutions

Intelligently consolidating information on a clients’ 

largest financial asset(s) 

Integrating property engagement tools that 

enhance long-term client relationships 

Providing access to information that helps 

institutions support their clients in optimising their 

financial decisions

Equipping financial institutions to provide the right 

product based solutions to their clients



Our  include...property solutions

Interactive property dashboard connected into the 

Nokkel app 

Valuable client alerts, engagement triggers and 

visibility over clients’ assets

Bespoke tools and modules that identify product 

and solutions that address client needs 

Automation of costly and labour-intensive 

processes through intelligent use of data 



Easy integration with FNZ

We work with a wide range of financial 

institutions, including banks, insurers, wealth and 

asset managers, and platforms. We can either 

provide independent solutions or integrate 

Nokkel into a pre-existing FNZ platform. 



Nokkel is the exclusive provider of Property 

Solutions to FNZ customers and as strategic 

partners are working together to equip financial 

institutions, and their clients, with visibility over 

their holistic wealth. Integration of Nokkel into 

existing FNZ customers’ can be achieved with 

ease.



How it works
Nokkel helps integrate “Property Equity” into clients’ net worth – effectively their balance 

sheet. Drill down into the detail through an interactive “Dashboard” that provides valuable 

property insights. Add “Modules” that help clients make better decisions; calculators or 

tools and provide “Products & Solutions” that address their needs
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Value

Understand your 
clients' property 
assets

Help clients 
understand what 
their options are

Provide products 
and solutions that 
address their 
needs



Get in contact with us for a demo 
and for a copy of our information 
pack. 

Email business@nokkel.com

mailto:business@nokkel.com

